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Abstract
The paper presents a comparison of the data-based
and Gene Ontology (GO)-based approaches to cluster
validation methods for gene microarray analysis. We
apply a homogeneous approach to obtaining metrics
from different GO-based similarity measures and a
normalization of validation index values, that allows
us to compare them to each other as well as to databased validation indices. The results show strong
correlation between both GO-based and data-based
validation indices. The results suggest that this may
represent an effective tool to support biomedical
knowledge discovery tasks based on gene expression
data.

1. Introduction
In recent years, gene microarray technology, also
known as gene chips, has significantly impacted on
genomic and post-genomic studies. The microarrays
allow the measurement of the expression of thousands
of genes in parallel and under multiple experimental
conditions. Biomedical research such as disease
diagnosis and drug discovery benefits from this DNA
microarray technology.
Processing of the tremendous amount of data
obtained from microarray experiments requires
advanced data mining methods. Several approaches
have been applied to analyse gene expression data
including supervised [1] and unsupervised [2] learning.
Unsupervised learning, covers clustering which is
aimed at detecting samples or genes with similar
expression patterns. Various methods have been
applied, such as self-organizing maps, k-means,
hierarchal clustering and so on.
Since different clustering algorithms or different
runs of the same algorithm generate different solutions
for the same dataset, the question of choosing an

appropriate algorithm with appropriate parameters for
the dataset becomes a critical problem. Methods for the
systematic evaluation of the quality of the clusters
based on the data have been also proposed [3, 4, 5].
Several data-based cluster validity indices are
described in the literature, such as Dunn’s index [6],
Rand index [7], Figure of Merit [8], Silhouette index
[9] or Davies-Bouldin index [10] and many of them
have already been used with gene expression data.
Data-driven methods mainly include statistical tests
or validity indices applied to the data clustered. Even
though the results of the approaches are valuable, the
methods do not apply external biological information.
In our previous research, a knowledge-driven cluster
validity assessment system for microarray data
clustering had been implemented [11]. Unlike
traditional methods that only use (gene expression)
data-derived indices, our method consisted of validity
indices that incorporate similarity knowledge
originating from the GO and a GO-driven annotation
database [11, 12]. A number of tools has been
developed for ontological analysis of gene expression
data [13] recently.
This paper is devoted to the comparison of the databased and Gene Ontology-based approaches to cluster
validation methods for gene microarrays to estimate the
optimal cluster partition from a collection of candidate
partitions. We show that there is strong agreement
between the two approaches.

2. Biological Ontologies
The Gene Ontology Consortium [14] initiated the
Gene Ontology (www.geneontology.org) project in
2004. The ontology is intended for annotating gene
products with a consistent, controlled and structured
vocabulary. The GO is independent from any
biological species and is rapidly growing. The GO
represents terms in a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG),
comprising three independent hierarchies: molecular

function (MF), biological process (BP) and cellular
component (CC). Terms are allowed to have multiple
parents as well as multiple children. Two different
kinds of relationship exist: the is-a” and the “part-of”
relationships. It is possible to represent relationships
between gene products and annotation terms encoded
in these hierarchies. Previous research has applied GO
information to detect over-represented functional
annotations in clusters of genes obtained from
expression analyses [15, 16, 17].
Recently, new ontologies covering other biological
or medical aspects are being developed. For instance,
the Protein Ontology project [18], which defines a
common structured vocabulary for researchers who
need to share knowledge in the proteomics domain. It
includes concepts (type definitions), which are data
descriptors for proteomics data and the relations among
these concepts [18].
For a review on biological ontologies the reader is
referred to [19].

3. Methods
The dataset described the response of human
fibroblasts to serum on cDNA microarrays in order to
study growth control and cell cycle progression. These
data were obtained from a study published by Iyer and
colleagues [20]. The authors found 517 genes whose
expression levels varied significantly [20].
The
original data and experimental methods are available at
http://genome-www.stanford.edu/serum. We used these
517 genes for which the authors provide National
Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI)
accession numbers. After mapping with GeneLynx
(http://www.genelynx.org), 63 genes showed one or
more links to the GO database. These genes were used
for the clustering and cluster validation methods.
Several cluster partitions (with numbers of clusters
from two to ten clusters), obtained with the k-means
algorithm, were analysed to estimate the optimum
number of clusters for this dataset. Clustering and
further validation were performed with the Machaon
CVE tool [5].
Cluster validation was performed using two validity
indices: the Dunn’s index [6] and the Silhouette index
[9], whose data-driven versions have been shown to be
effective cluster validity estimators for different types
of clustering applications [4].
For the data-based cluster validity approach, the
distance between genes was calculated using the wellknown Euclidean metric [21].

To calculate GO-based similarity measures we use
two approaches: Wu and Palmer [22] and Resnik’s [23]
methods.
In [12] a specific approach to transformation of the
similarity values into metrics (dissimilarity values) for
each of the methods is proposed. Instead of that we
suggest to consider a similarity measure to be a kernel
function, i.e. an inner product in some latent feature
space.
The following relation between an inner product and
metric holds true:

d 2 (x, y ) = k(x, x ) + k(y, y ) − 2 ⋅ k (x, y ),

(1)

where x and y are two vectors, k is a kernel function,
assuming k is in fact a dot product in the complete
metric space, in which d is a metric.
The difference to the methods proposed in [12] in
terms of the calculation of the GO-based metrices is in
the calculation of the similarity measures themselves.
Both Wu and Palmer and Resnik’s similarity measures
between two gene products are now calculated as
follows:

( (

))

sim(g k ,g m ) = max sim t ki ,t mj ,
i, j

(2)

where gk and gm are gene products, tki and tmj are
terms directly associated with those gene products and
sim denotes a similarity measure between terms.
In [12] an average value is calculated instead of
maximum. It means that we applied both Wu and
Palmer and Resnik similarity measures to terms and
then had to introduce an artificial technique (averaging)
to calculate the similarity measures between gene
products. In this paper we avoided that considering
gene products and their associations with terms as a
part of GO. Indeed calculating the maximum of
similarities in each pair of terms associated with the
gene products is equivalent to calculating of Wu and
Palmer and Resnik’s similarity measure between the
gene products directly.
Finally the metric is calculated from each of the
similarity measures as follows:
d (g k ,g m ) = sim(g k ,g k ) + sim(g m , g m ) − 2 ⋅ sim(g k ,g m ) .

(3)

4. Results
The clustering algorithms were applied to produce
different partitions consisting of 2 to 10 clusters each.
Then, the validity indices were computed for each of
these partitioning results. One data-based and two GObased similarity assessment techniques introduced

above were used for all cases to calculate the distances
between the genes. The validity values obtained were
normalized to values between zero and one.
Table 1 shows normalized indices for three
validation methods applied to give nine partitionings of
the dataset.

Table 1. Normalised validity indices for nine k-mean
partitionings (number of clusters equals from two to
ten) for the fibroblasts data.
Dunn’s validity indices
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The Wu-Palmer-based indices (both Silhouette and
Dunn’s) tend to be more sensitive than the data-based
indices, producing lower values for partitionings of
average quality, while for the Resnik-based indices this
is not always the case. For instance, Figure 2 depicts all
three Dunn’s indices for all nine partitionings. For
partitioning of two, three and four clusters the value of
Wu-Palmer’s-based Dunn’s index is 0.57, 0.30 and
0.26 respectively, while Resnik-based Dunn’s index
produces 0.79, 0.68 and 0.54 for those partitionings.
The data-based index is close to the Resnik-based one
producing 0.87, 0.65 and 0.46 respectively.
In the lower band of index values the predictions of
GO-based indices are less conclusive (Figure 2).
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The results show strong correlation between two
GO-based validity indices as well as correlation
between each of them and the data-based validity
index. For instance, Figure 1 depicts the value of the
Wu and Palmer metric-based Dunn’s validation index
as a function of the value of the data-based Dunn’s
index.
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Figure 2. Normalized values of Dunn's index (y)-based
on two GO-based and data-based matrices for two to
ten (x) number of clusters.
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5. Conclusion and Future Work
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Figure 1. Correlation between the data-based Dunn's
indices (x) and the GO-based Wu and Palmer (y)
metrics. Labels indicate numbers of clusters in
corresponding partinitionings.

This research reports the comparison of different
data- and knowledge-driven cluster validity indices.
Previous research has successfully applied validity
indices using knowledge-driven methods [11, 12] to
estimate the quality of the clusters. That work
implemented a knowledge-driven cluster validity
assessment system (based on similarity knowledge
extracted from the Gene Ontology) for microarray data
clustering [11, 12].
In this work we applied a more homogeneous
approach to obtaining metrics from different GO-based
similarity measures (i.e. Wu and Palmer and Resnik)
and a normalization of validation index values, that
allows us to compare them to each other as well as to
data-based validation indices.

The results show strong correlation between both
GO-based and data-based validation indices. It is also
evident that the GO index that uses Resnik’s similarity
measure is far more sensitive to good partitioning than
both the Wu and Palmer-based and data-based index.
Future work includes integration of data-based and
GO-based validation methods into a common
framework and research towards validation methods
based on the comparison of GO sub-trees associated
with clusters rather then on GO-based metrices
between gene products.
The obtained results contribute to the development
of techniques for the identification of optimal cluster
partitions, which is a useful tool to support biological
and biomedical knowledge discovery in microarray
data analysis.
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